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Inflation slowed down to 1.6 per cent in January
The year-on-year change in consumer prices, i.e. inflation, calculated by Statistics Finland slowed
down to 1.6 per cent in January. In December, it stood at 2.4 per cent. Inflation was held back
above all because the rising of retail alcohol and fuel prices eased off. From the beginning of
January, the Consumer Price Index is a chain index, where the commodity basket and weights
are updated annually.

Inflation indicators in Finland, January 2013

Change on one monthChange on one yearPoint figure

-0,1 %1,6 %106,7Consumer Price Index 2010=100

1 870Cost-of-living Index 1951:10=100

0,0 %2,6 %119,0Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices 2005=100

-0,7 %1,9 %116,4
Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at Constant Taxes
2005=100

In January, consumer prices were pushed up most from the previous year by risen prices of food and
transport. Food prices went up most due to higher prices of meat, vegetables, fruit and dairy products.
Transport prices increased mainly due to the raised vehicle tax. Increases in prices of restaurant and café
services, in rents and in tobacco prices similarly had a great impact on inflation. The rising of consumer
prices was curbed most in January by fallen interest rates and prices of telecommunication services from
the year before. From December to January, consumer prices fell by 0.1 per cent despite the raised value
added tax.

Eachmid-month, Statistics Finland interviewers collect altogether around 50,000 prices on 486 commodities
from approximately 2,700 outlets for the Consumer Price Index. In addition, some 1,000 items of price
data are gathered by centralised collection. The Consumer Price Index 2010=100 Handbook for Users is
available on the CPI-home page (www.stat.fi).

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 19.2.2013
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According to preliminary data, inflation in the euro area was 2.0 per cent in
January
According to the preliminary data on the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices, the rate of inflation in
the euro area was 2.0 per cent in January. In December, it stood at 2.2 per cent. The corresponding inflation
for Finland was 2.6 per cent in January.

The Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices does not include owner-occupancy, games of chance, interests
on consumption and other credits, fire insurance on detached houses or vehicle tax. The consumption
items included in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices as well as the rules governing its compilation
have been defined in EU regulations.

Eurostat’s estimate of inflation in the euro area is based on preliminary data from the Member States and
on the price development of energy. Eurostat will publish detailed data on Harmonised Indices of Consumer
Prices for January on 28 February. Information of inflation in EU countries is available on Eurostat
homepage, eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat).

The year-on-year change in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at
Constant Taxes was 1.9 per cent in January
The year-on-year change in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices stood at 2.6 per cent in January
and that in the Index at Constant Taxes measuring market inflation at 1.9 per cent. Over twelve months,
the combined raising impact on consumer prices from changes in commodity tax rates was thus 0.7
percentage points. The month-on-month change in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices was 0.0 per
cent and that in the Index at Constant Taxes -0.7 per cent in January. The value added tax was raised by
one percentage point in January.

Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at Constant Taxes
The inflation measured by Consumer Price Index consists mainly of products and services priced by
enterprises and the public sector, and value added and commodity taxes. Some 25 per cent of the private
consumption described by the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) consists of value added or
other taxes. The Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at Constant Taxes (HICP-CT) is based on the
HICP so the two indices have the same weight structure and price data. HICP-CT is calculated with a
method which holds the tax rate constant relative to the reference period. When tax changes take place,
the impact of the tax change on commodity prices is eliminated from HICP-CT. The price impact of the
tax changes is obtained by comparing the development of the HICP and HICP-CT.
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1. The calculation methods of the Consumer Price Index
have been revised
Statistics Finland has made revisions to the calculation methods of the Consumer Price Index. The Index
will start using an annual chain index with seasonally adjusted weights. The revision is based on adoption
of harmonised compilation methods with the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices. Year 2010 remains
as the base year of the Consumer Price Index.

The price development of selected commodities is monitored in the Index. With the help of annually
updated commodities and weights, better representation of commodities in the Index is ensured. Previously,
the weight structure of the Consumer Price Index has been updated in scheduled updates every five years.
The previous revision was made from the beginning of 2011, when a larger proportion of commodities
were changed. Now, for instance, snacks, dress fabric, and maintenance and repair of entertainment
electronics were added as new commodities to the Index. The television license was removed from the
Index as it became a direct tax. This revision does not affect the development of the Index.

1.1. The weight structure corresponds with consumption in 2012
The 2013 weight structure of the Consumer Price Index 2010=100 is based on National Accounts data
concerning the year 2011, which have been updated to correspond with the value of private consumption
in 2012. In 2012, household consumption according to the Consumer Price Index amounted to EUR 93.4
billion, the value of the consumption in 2010 at current prices was EUR 83.3 billion. In the previous base
year of 2005 the value of consumption was EUR 70.4 billion, and in 2000, respectively, EUR 56.5 billion.

In future, the weight structure will be revised annually using the national accounts figures from two years
earlier or other more recent data on consumption shares. The new weight structure will take effect starting
from the Index for January of each year.
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Figure 1. Comparison of weight structures of Consumer Price Indices
2010=100, 2005=100 and 2000=100, per cent

The biggest change in the weight structure of the Index from 2010 to 2013 is that the weight share for the
housing commodity group has decreased. This means that changes in the prices of the commodities in this
group have a smaller impact on the Consumer Price Index than before. Similarly, as the weight shares of
food and transport increase, changes in the prices of these commodity groups affect the Consumer Price
Index more than before.

Even if the consumption share has remained the same or even decreased, the amount of consumption of
a commodity can have increased as prices have fallen. For instance, the consumption of mobile phones
grew from 2005 to 2010 but their prices went down considerably over the same period, which meant that
their weight share in the overall Index decreased. From 2010 to 2012, the prices of mobile phones continued
decreasing but the amount of mobile phones bought went up remarkably, which increased their weight in
the overall Index. The weight share of the communication group was depressed most by the decrease in
landline connections and the price drop in mobile phone services.
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Figure 2. Changes in private consumption volume in 2010-2012 at
2012 prices

Figure 2 shows the changes in private consumption volumes from 2010 to 2012 by the main commodity
groups of the Consumer Price Index at 2012 prices. Even though, according to Figure 2, the volume of
health care has grown by nearly 12 per cent from 2010 to 2012, the overall weight of the group has not
changed much due to a decrease in prices.

Because the Consumer Price Index depicts a pure change in prices, improved quality is also visible as a
growth in volume in Figure 2. If, for instance, the same number of computers is still purchased as before
and they have the same price, but their quality has improved, their index in the Consumer Price Index will
decrease. This is visible as a change in the volume when studying consumption structures.

1.2. Processing of seasonal products changes
Previously, all commodities have been included monthly in the calculation of the Consumer Price Index
with their annual sales weight. The indices of seasonally sold commodities, like winter clothes, have, after
the sales season that ends the selling season of the products been returned to the level that prevailed before
the sales season. Outside the season, the indices have been included in the calculation at their weights.

From the beginning of 2013, the weight of so-called seasonal commodities, like summer and winter sports
equipment, will vary depending on the season. After the sales season, the index will still be returned to
the level that prevailed before the sales season, the weight of the commodity in question is set to zero and
the euros are divided to other commodities within the same group. The method is described in more detail
under Article 2, paragraph 6 of the Commission Regulation (330/2009) "class-confined seasonal weights
index".

The methodological change applies to commodity groups 01.1.6 Fruit and berries, 03.1.2 Clothing, 03.1.3
Accessories and other clothing items, 03.2.1 Footwear, 07.2.1 Spare parts and equipment for private
vehicles, and 09.3.2 Sports gear and camping equipment, of the Consumer Price Index. Because the weight
of seasonal commodities in the Consumer Price Index is relatively small, the methodological change has
no effect on inflation figures. The method has been in use in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices
from the beginning of 2012.
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1.3. The revision does not interrupt the time series of the Cost-of-living Index
The latest consumer price indices are suitable for short-term examinations. The Cost-of-living Index
1951:10=100 is a long time series calculated by chaining from the latest Consumer Price Index (currently
Consumer Price Index 2010=100) and its development, therefore, follows the Consumer Price Index.

Many rents, such as those on dwellings, business premises or land, are usually tied to the Cost-of-living
Index. From the user’s point of view, the Cost-of-living Index is the most practical, because index revisions
do not interrupt the series, and the point figures of the Cost-of-living Index are published monthly at the
same time as the Consumer Price Index.

1.4. Harmonised Indices of Consumer Prices remained unchanged
The methodological changes made to the Consumer Price Index at this time have already been adopted
in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices and in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at Constant
Prices from the beginning of 2012.

In addition to their national indices, the Member States of the European Union also produce a Harmonised
Index of Consumer Prices. Based on these, Eurostat, the Statistical Office of the European Communities,
calculates the European Index of Consumer Prices and the Monetary Union Index of Consumer Prices.
Calculation of the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices is guided by EU Regulations.

The main purpose for which the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices is used is inflation comparison
between the EU countries. The European Central Bank uses the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices
as the measure of inflation in its monetary policy.
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Figure 3. The weight structure of the Harmonised Index of Consumer
Prices 2005=100 in 2011-2013, per cent

The Finnish Harmonised Indices of Consumer Prices are mainly based on the same price data and national
accounts data as the Finnish national Consumer Price Index. The development of the Harmonised Indices
of Consumer Prices deviates from that of the national consumer price indices, because they include fewer
commodities. In the Harmonised Indices of Consumer Prices, the concept of consumption excludes
owner-occupancy, games of chance, interests and tax-like payments. They cover under 90 per cent of the
national Consumer Price Index.
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Table 1. Items excluded from the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices found in the national
Consumer Price Index and their weight shares in 2013

Weight in the CPI, o/oCommodity groupCOICOP     

7,90Owner-occupied housing04.2

1,00Vehicle tax07.2.4.2.1.1  

2,00Games of chance09.4.3.1.1.1

0,05Premium for fire insurance on detached houses12.5.2.1.1.2

1,10Interests on consumer credits12.6.2.1.1.2

12,05Items excluded from HICP, total
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Consumer Price Index 2010=100 by commodity groups

Commodity groupMonthYear

1211100908070605040302010Overall Index

66,772,34,6122,821,9135,050,157,9220,654,155,3138,71 000,0Weight

100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,02010

103,6102,5103,299,798,0103,9100,7102,3106,3101,2100,8106,3103,42011

107,8106,4105,0100,291,7108,6101,1103,9108,1103,9107,9111,8106,32012

101,9100,8102,699,999,9102,1100,2100,5104,096,0100,9104,1101,8I2011

102,1101,5102,6100,299,9102,2100,2101,3104,198,5100,6106,4102,4II

102,3101,8102,6100,099,3103,8100,3102,0104,6101,6100,6106,7103,0III

102,6101,9103,299,898,8104,3100,7102,3104,8102,4100,5106,7103,2IV

103,3102,3103,299,798,6104,0100,8102,3105,6102,0100,6105,8103,2V

103,4103,0103,299,897,5104,8100,8102,0106,4100,4100,6106,2103,5VI

103,5103,1103,299,899,4105,1100,8101,5106,994,1100,6105,2103,2VII

104,4103,4103,298,898,3104,4100,9102,5107,7100,4100,6105,2103,6VIII

104,7103,4103,598,997,1104,1100,9102,9108,0104,6101,1106,1104,1IX

104,8102,7103,599,995,9104,3101,3103,2108,1105,3101,2106,6104,3X

105,1103,1103,599,896,4103,9101,1103,4107,6105,1101,4108,0104,4XI

105,4102,9103,5100,095,0103,4101,0103,5107,7104,5101,4108,4104,4XII

108,9104,7103,9100,194,8105,3100,7102,9108,098,0106,1109,3105,0I2012

108,8104,9103,9100,695,4105,9100,9102,9107,9100,9106,7110,9105,6II

108,7105,1103,9100,394,7106,9100,8103,5107,9105,3106,7111,4106,0III

108,6105,9103,9100,292,4109,4101,3103,8107,7106,4106,7111,4106,4IV

108,2106,0103,9100,192,3108,5101,3104,2108,3105,9108,5110,9106,4V

107,9106,4103,9100,392,3109,0101,0103,9108,6103,5108,5111,1106,4VI

107,5106,8103,9100,093,4109,9100,8102,8108,897,8108,4111,4106,2VII

107,5107,3103,999,690,8109,7100,9103,7108,7103,3108,5111,3106,4VIII

107,3107,1107,199,790,6110,3100,9104,6108,5106,4108,8112,2106,9IX

107,1107,2107,1100,688,1110,5101,4104,6108,5106,4108,7112,8107,0X

106,7107,5107,1100,488,6108,6101,6105,1107,5106,6108,6113,8106,7XI

106,6107,8107,1100,987,5109,0101,4105,1107,3106,4108,5114,6106,8XII

107,8110,1107,2100,788,1108,6100,8103,9107,698,9110,3115,1106,7I2013

1,12,10,0-0,10,7-0,4-0,5-1,10,3-7,01,60,4-0,1
2012:12 -
2013:01

Change on
one month,%

-1,05,23,20,7-7,03,10,21,0-0,31,03,95,31,6
2012:01 -
2013:01

Year-on-year
change,%

COMMODITY GROUP
0. Overall Index
01. Food and non-alcoholic beverages
02. Alcoholic beverages and tobacco
03. Clothing and footwear
04. Housing, water, electricity and other fuels
05. Furnishings, household equipment and routine household maintenance
06. Health
07. Transport
08. Communication
09. Culture and recreation
10. Education
11. Restaurants and hotels
12. Miscellaneous goods and services
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Appendix table 2. Cost-of-living Index 1951:10=100

Annual 
average

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJanYear

.100100100.........1951

1011021021021011011011011011011011011021952

1031021031041031031031031031031031031021953

10398981041041041041031041041031041041954

100101101101100100999999999898981955

1111181181131131121111101101081081071041956

1241281271271261251241221221211201201201957

1321331331321321321321321331321301301291958

1341361361361341331331331331321331331331959

1381401401391381381391381381381371361361960

1411421421411401401401401401401401401401961

1471501501501481481481461461451441431431962

1541581581581561541541531531531511511501963

1701741731731721711701701701691671651641964

1781801801801791791791781771771761751751965

1851891891881871861851841841831821811811966

1952032021981971951951941931931921921911967

2122152152152142132132132112112102072051968

2172182182182182172172172162162142152151969

2232252252242242232232222222222212212201970

2372452442432432412392372332322312292281971

2542622622602592572562542532512472452421972

2843032992972952922882802772722692672651973

3333543533513483403353293283243173143051974

3924184154114053993943883873833753693641975

4494694684654604564504424414404364324261976

5065255245225205185105065004934894824761977

5445565575545515475455445445365335325261978

5836046015965935885855825785765715675601979

6516866826766696606516486456386266206111980

7297557527527457367347317277177086996931981

7978238128098068048068007997867807717671982

8658908918838818768758718608498398348301983

9259459449449399339299269249149089028981984

9809929919909899879869859839739689599551985

1015102510241024102110211019101810131009100510039991986

10521063106210621060105610531053105010491044103910351987

11041132112311201119110911061107110110921084107810751988

11771205119911991195118211811182117111671156114311371989

12481264126612661262125612501248124512391232122812231990

13001313130713061304130213001301130212961291129012831991

13331340134413421337133213341336133313321327132313201992

13611361136213641362135913611364136613651360135913541993

13761383138513891388138513821382136813681365136213571994

13901387138913931393139113931394139013891388138713831995

13981399139814021400139714001401140113981396139413901996

14151425142514261423142014171417141514121405140013981997
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Annual 
average

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJanYear

14351437143814411441143714351438143514361429142614271998

14521466146014601457145314521454145514511441143714341999

15011517151915201519150715051504149714901485147614662000

15391542154315491552154415421550154815361529152215142001

15631567156815721568156315631566156915651559155115482002

15771577157515771579157215701578158015821584158015692003

15801584158315901585157915751577157815761576158115722004

15941600159816031604159515911595159115951591158515752005

16221635163416331629162616201624162316211612160715952006

16621678168016771671166416621663166116631655164216322007

17301736174117501750174217341736173017211719170316952008

17301726172517231732172917241735173117341734173317322009

17511777176817641757174917421751174717491744173517292010

18121828182918271823181518081813180818071804179417832011

18631871186918751872186518611865186418631857185018402012

18702013
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Appendix table 3. Year-on-year changes in the Consumer Price Index, per cent

Annual 
average

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJanYear

11,613,713,513,312,912,311,311,211,610,79,79,38,91980

12,010,010,411,311,411,512,612,912,712,513,112,813,51981

9,39,07,97,68,19,39,89,49,89,610,210,310,71982

8,48,69,89,19,49,08,58,97,78,07,58,28,21983

7,16,16,06,96,66,76,46,47,48,08,18,28,31984

5,95,04,94,95,35,86,16,46,46,56,66,46,41985

3,63,43,33,53,33,43,33,33,03,73,84,64,51986

3,73,73,73,73,93,43,43,53,73,93,93,53,71987

5,16,55,95,65,65,25,25,35,14,44,14,14,21988

6,66,56,87,16,86,66,76,86,46,96,66,05,81989

6,14,95,65,55,66,25,95,66,26,26,57,47,51990

4,13,93,33,23,33,64,04,24,64,64,85,04,91991

2,62,12,82,72,62,42,62,72,42,82,82,62,91992

2,21,51,31,61,82,12,12,12,62,62,72,92,91993

1,11,61,71,91,91,91,61,30,20,20,40,30,21994

1,00,30,30,30,30,50,80,91,61,51,71,81,91995

0,60,80,70,70,50,40,50,40,70,70,60,50,51996

1,21,91,91,71,61,61,21,21,01,00,60,40,61997

1,40,80,91,11,31,11,11,51,51,81,81,91,91998

1,22,01,61,31,11,11,21,11,41,10,80,80,51999

3,43,54,04,14,23,83,73,52,92,73,12,72,22000

2,61,61,61,92,22,42,53,03,43,02,93,13,32001

1,61,71,61,51,01,41,71,11,31,81,81,82,32002

0,90,60,50,30,70,60,50,80,71,11,61,91,42003

0,20,40,50,90,40,40,3-0,1-0,1-0,4-0,50,10,22004

0,91,00,90,81,21,01,01,10,81,21,00,20,22005

1,62,22,11,81,51,91,91,71,71,30,90,90,82006

2,52,62,92,72,62,32,62,42,42,62,62,22,32007

4,13,53,64,44,74,74,44,44,23,53,93,73,82008

0,0-0,5-0,9-1,5-1,0-0,7-0,6-0,10,00,80,91,72,22009

1,22,92,52,31,41,21,10,91,00,90,60,1-0,22010

3,42,93,43,53,73,84,03,53,33,23,33,33,02011

2,82,42,22,62,72,72,92,83,13,12,93,13,22012

1,62013
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Appendix table 4. Consumer Price Index 2000=100

Annual 
average

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJanYear

100,0101,0101,1101,1101,1100,299,8100,199,999,699,398,898,02000

102,6102,8102,8103,3103,5102,8102,4103,2103,2102,5102,1101,5100,92001

104,2104,5104,5104,8104,5104,2104,2104,3104,6104,3103,9103,4103,22002

105,1105,1105,0105,1105,2104,8104,6105,2105,3105,4105,6105,3104,62003

105,3105,5105,5106,0105,7105,3105,0105,1105,2105,1105,0105,4104,82004

106,2106,6106,5106,8106,9106,3106,0106,3106,0106,3106,0105,6105,02005

108,1109,0108,9108,8108,5108,4108,0108,3108,2108,0107,5107,1106,32006

110,8111,8112,0111,7111,4110,9110,7110,9110,7110,8110,3109,5108,82007

115,3115,7116,0116,6116,6116,1115,6115,7115,3114,7114,5113,5113,02008

115,3115,1115,0114,8115,5115,2114,9115,6115,4115,6115,6115,5115,42009

116,7118,4117,8117,5117,1116,6116,1116,7116,5116,6116,2115,7115,22010

120,7121,8121,9121,8121,5121,0120,5120,8120,5120,4120,2119,5118,82011

124,1124,7124,5124,9124,8124,3124,0124,3124,2124,2123,7123,3122,62012

124,62013

Appendix table 5. Consumer Price Index 2005=100

Annual
average

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJanYear

100,0100,2100,2100,4100,5100,099,6100,099,9100,2100,199,899,12005

101,6102,4102,3102,3102,0101,9101,5101,7101,6101,5101,0100,799,92006

104,1105,1105,3105,0104,7104,2104,1104,2104,0104,1103,6102,9102,22007

108,3108,7109,1109,6109,6109,1108,6108,8108,4107,8107,6106,7106,22008

108,3108,1108,0107,9108,5108,3108,0108,7108,4108,6108,6108,6108,52009

109,7111,3110,7110,5110,0109,6109,1109,7109,4109,5109,2108,7108,32010

113,5114,5114,5114,5114,2113,7113,3113,6113,2113,2113,0112,4111,72011

116,7117,2117,0117,4117,3116,8116,6116,8116,7116,7116,3115,9115,22012

117,12013
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Annual change in the Consumer Price Index and
the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices, January 2001 - January
2013

Appendix figure 2. Goods and services with the largest impact on
the year-on-year change in the Consumer Price Index, January 2013
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Appendix figure 3. Annual change in the Harmonised Index of
Consumer Prices and the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices at
Constant Taxes, January 2007 - January 2013

Appendix figure 4. Harmonised Index of Consumer Price Index
2005=100; Finland, Euro area and EU
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